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When teaching Emerson we are faced "vith the challenge of giving students 
skills with which to engage with Emerson's seemingly dense and difficult writ­
ing. Through careful use of digital humanities tools, we might guide students 
tiu-ough e-ei:·cises that provide access points to Emerson's work, aid in interpre­
taUon and evaluation of Emerson's ideas, and spur classroom dis.cuss ion. To illu­
minate how digital pedagogy might enhance the study of Emerson in the class­
room, what follows are sample exercises for classroom use that will help students 
1) develop an understanding of textual accmacy and transmission, and 2) use
digital methods to analyze Emerson's work Though focused on specific tools
and techniques, these exmnples highlight the ·way by which digital pedagogies
deepen student engagement ,vitb and understanding of literary texts.
One of the concerns of scholars is that students do not understand the im­
portance of te.,tual accmacy and tral'ISmission. To address tfos concern, I have 
used the Jiixta, Commons digital collation tool to help students understand why 
reliable te: .. ts a.re crucial to scholarly inqu.iry. Jerome Mc Gan n"s braincliild, ju >,.-ta 
was developed under the auspices of Nineteenth-Century Scholarship Online 
(NINES) and allows the user to compare versions of texts (collation, a clas­
sic technique in ecliLing) and to complete various tasks related to digital edi­
tion building. A free, Web-based tool, juii:a is designed to create "interpretive 
compaiisons" that the user might then examine to fulfill ''the basic humanities 
interpretive act: critical comparison" (McGann.). The use o( J11x:ta in the class­
room teaches students to see the i.mpact of textual reli'ability on _  the way that we 
understand and interpret Emerson. More simply put, a fia'vved litenuy text will 
produce a problematic, even inaccurate scholarl
)' 
anal
)'S
js. A comparison of vari­
ous editions or ,ersions of an Emerson essay allows the instructor to emphasize 
the importance of textual variability and to create points of engagement for 
stucle,nl analy� of the text, what Amanda Gailey calls �attentive reading." 
The f!.rst challenge fnstructors face is to identify reliable electronic versions 
of Emerson's writings. Emerson's works haYe been digitized at a rapid pace, 
though the quality of texts is varied. t,.fod, of' our current digital textual data is
limited because of such transcription issues. Large-scale projects such as Google 
Books or Eighteenth Century Collections Onlme (ECCO) use optical charac­
ter rncognition (OCR), the translation of images to machine-readable files, of 
variable quality. This impacts not only the readability of materials but also the 
searchability, as most fu ll-text searches of large literary data sets are based on 
OCR'd documents-an issue well documented by critics Lncluding Geoffrey 
Nunberg, ·who bas been outspoken in his critique of misnaming, mis.dating, and 
other rnetadata errors in Google Books. Since Harvard's Ihe Collected Works of 
Ralph Waldo Emerson., the most trusted edition of Emerson's work, is not avail-
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able in manipulable digital format, I have turned to the Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Society's Web site, which includes links to higher-quality digital transcriptions 
of Emerson texts on its "Related Sites" page. When teaching Emerson's "New 
England Reformers," for example, the instructor could have students compare 
two different versions of the essay: an 1844 essay, such as the version from Jone 
Johnson Lewis's Emerson Central, to a Centenary Edition essay, such as in the 
University of Michigan's digitized The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Em­
erson. Given critical concerns regarding Edward Waldo Emerson's editing of 
his father's texts, the comparison of the two versions makes for interesting class 
discussion and reflection regarding the way that editing choices impact the texts 
we stud
y. 
Once the primary texts are located, using]uxta is relatively simple. Students 
create a free account through the Juxta Commons Web site and then upload 
a digital file of the Emerson text or texts. Juxta accepts a wide variety of file 
formats (html, doc, and pdf), making it a versatile program as the instructor 
doesn't have to spend a great deal of time producing documents for analysis. 
When the digital versions are uploaded into Juxta they must be converted into 
"witnesses" and grouped into comparison sets, simple tasks to complete with the 
easy-to-use tool. Once the texts are converted and grouped, students may begin 
to use the visualizations created by Juxta to compare the 1844 and Centenary 
versions of Emerson's "New England Reformers." Juxta creates a heat map (tex­
tual differences suggested by gradations of color), a side-by-side visualization, 
a two-text comparison with lines linking differences in texts, and a histogram 
(a visualization of the overall rate of change). The first two visualizations prove 
most helpful for pedagogical purposes. The heat map of the two witnesses of 
"New England Reformers" displays several textual differences (see "Heat Map," 
dx.doi.org/l0.l 76l3/M68D7D ).1 
In this particular paragraph the differences expressed are primarily punctua­
tion and capitalization. For a closer look at the differences, students may use the 
side-by-side comparison (see "Side-by-Side Comparison," dx.doi.org/10.17613/ 
M64M43). As they look through the text, students will notice that the witnesses 
include word choice differences. For example, Emerson writes that the uni­
versity is either "ludicrously styled" or "ludicrously called." Such substantive 
differences will surprise and engage students and allow the instructor to em­
phasize that even small editorial changes might impact the way we understand 
a text. Such "interactivity and visuals" in digital pedagogy approaches, argues 
W. Michele Simmons, "increase opportunities for learning but also simultane­
ously introduce complexities."
Students will also be interested in the discrepancies in document structures, 
including the paragraph breaks, spacing, and punctuation. For some scholars, 
such as Peter Shillingsburg, the issue of digital accuracy is central but also re­
vealing: "Error can be just noise. We correct it or ignore it just as we talk and 
listen over the noise of a passing train or when surrounded by cocktail chat­
ter. Error can also be serendipitous discovery, leading us to new insights and 


